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Abstract 
Computing semantic similarity between any two entities (word, sentences, documents)  is 
crucial tasks on the web .Semantic Similarity plays a significant and big role in information 
retrieval(IR), natural language Processing(NLP) and many other tasks of IR related tasks 
such as relation extraction, and document clustering. It is a concept where a pair of 
documents is measured to computing the Semantic Similarity between documents using 
various similarity measures. Computing similarity between a pair of documents with efficient 
method is really a major difficult task for the user. Similarity measure those are used to find 
similarity, assign a real number between 0 and 1 to a pair of documents. If both documents 
are similar then user will get a numerical value 1 otherwise they will get 0.This paper 
proposes a framework for computing the semantic similarity between documents based on 
topic maps. The process starts with pre-processing of the documents using NLP parser. Then 
Topic map is build that represent the document in compact form and cosine similarity 
measures is used to measure the similarity between these topic maps. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Semantic Similarity computes the 
similarity between any objects which are 
not lexically similar. Semantic similarity 
aims at providing robust tools for 
standardizing the stored data. On Web, 
information is taken from several sources 
in several formats (mostly text) using 
different language. Interpreting the 
meaning of this acquired information is 
left to the users. This task can be highly 
time consuming and subjective. To relate 
concepts or entities between different 
sources, the concepts extracted from each 
source must be compared in terms of their 
meaning (semantically). In the area of 
semantic web, this goal can be achieved. 
With the help of semantic similarity user is 
able to find the similarity between a pair of 
documents or entities[1]. A similarity 
measure assigns a numerical value 
between 0 and 1 to a pair of documents. 
The value zero represents that the two 
documents are totally different, while a 
value1 indicates that the two documents 
are totally same[3]. Now a days, the 
documents collection are growing rapidly, 
due to large size of the text files measuring 
the similarity of these large  files are very 
time consuming .Similarity measure is 
critical and unavoidable task for searching 
for the relevant documents related to a user 
query text. The function for similarity 
measure should be easy to compute, it 
should implicitly captures the relatedness 
of the document, and it should also be 
explainable. In IR, several similarity 
measures are used to captured the 
similarity[2]. The first one is Euclidean 
measure that uses the distance to compute 
the similarity of the documents. Another 
most important and widely used measure 
is cosine similarity, when documents are  
represented in vector space  then 
researcher mostly used this measures. It 
calculates the angle between the 
directional vectors. In the proposed work, 
Word net ontology is used that is 
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developed at Princeton University and its  
attempts to model the lexical knowledge of 
a native speaker of English[1].It is a 
lexical database which is available online 
and provides a large repository of English 
lexical items(nouns, verbs, adjectives and 
adverbs) each expressing a distinct terms. 
Word net can be used to find the synonym 
of any word and also used to compute the 
similarity score.[1][3].  
 
Then semantic similarity computing 
method that is based on topic map is used. 
The proposed method is compared with 
existing keyword based approach. Topic 
maps are a technology for encoding 
knowledge and connecting the relevant 
information. 
 
Problem Identification 
The Web is very big and widely 
distributed; give relevant result according 
to users query is very difficult task [4]. 
The wide amount of text documents stored 
in digital format is growing rapidly each 
day. Therefore, the tools that are able to 
find accurate information by searching 
database are very important these days . 
This is due to accurately measuring the 
semantic similarity between each word and 
also efficient estimation of semantic 
similarity between words is critical task 
for various natural language.[5] On web 
user spends much time because he does 
not get the result according his 
requirement and sometimes they get the 
same result  in different formats .In 
information retrieval(IR), one of the main 
problems is to retrieve a set of documents 
that is semantically related to a given user 
query.  Computer is a syntactic machine, it 
cannot understand the semantics(meaning) 
. For a computer to decide the semantic 
similarity, computer should understand the 
semantics of each word. There are various 
methods proposed to find the semantic 
similarity between words, and sentences 
but these methods somewhere has some 
limitations. so to overcome these 
limitation we have introduced this 
approach .The huge amount of text 
documents stored in various format is 
growing each day. Therefore, to ﬁnd an 
accurate information by searching in 
natural language information (NLP) 
repositories are gaining great interest in 
recent years. Documents that are used in 
today’s world are very big. To get the 
semantic result over these documents 
through existing methods is not a efficient 
task and also very time taking task [5,6]. 
 
Semantic Similarity 
The lack of common terms in two 
documents does not mean that the 
documents are not related. However, two 
documents that are lexically different but 
they can be similar semantically (meaning) 
. Semantic Similarity is used to computing 
the similarity between two documents 
which are not lexically similar [1]. For 
standardizing the content and delivery of 
information across communicating sources 
semantic similarity provides us a robust 
tools. Similarity measure is a function that 
assigns a numerical value between 0 and 1. 
 
RELATED WORK 
Hliaoutakis1, Giannis Varelas1, 
Epimeneidis Anglos Voutsaki, Euripides 
G.M.Petrakis, and Evangelos Milios  
presented a paper based on information 
retrieval by semantic similarity .In this 
they were proposed a semantic similarity 
retrieval model with vector model to give 
an efficient result. [1] 
 
Strehl et al..performed the work of 
measuring the various similarity measures 
and their impact on clustering .measures. 
They have used four similarity measures:  
Euclidean, Cosine,  Pearson correlation 
and  Extended Jaccard. They also used 
various clustering algorithms such as 
Generalized K-mean, self-organizing 
features map, hyper-graph. Partitioning 
and weighted. graph partitioning[7]. 
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Thanh Ngoc Dao  and Troy Simpson  
published a paper in which they measured 
similarity between sentences[8].Hung 
Chim and Xiaotie Deng proposed a 
method to compute document similarity. 
The objective of this paper was to find a 
document similarity that is based on 
phrase method and compute the pair-wise 
similarity based on suffix tree modal. By 
mapping each node in the suffix tree  into 
a unique  term in the Vector Space model, 
the phrase-based document similarity 
naturally inherits the term tf-idf weighting 
scheme in computing the document 
similarity with phrases.[9]. 
 
EliasIosif and Alexandros presented a  
metrics that compute the semantic 
similarity between a pair of words or terms 
of sentences . They compared his purposed 
work with previous methods. [9] 
 
Hasun-hui, huang,kuo presented a paper 
on Cross-Lingual Documents 
Representation and Semantic Similarity 
Measures: A Fuzzy Set and Rough Set 
Based approaches. In this paper they were 
explained a system that deals with 
different languages.  
 
Kavitha, Dr.N.Rajkumar, Dr.S.P.Victor 
presented a paper  that is based on the 
calculating  similarity based on suffix tree 
model. In this, suffix tree was made from 
different documents. [11] 
An ontology based approach for finding 
Semantic similarity between Web 
Documents written by Poonam Chahal 
Manjeet Singh and Suresh kumar. In this 
,they explained a ontology based methods 
to find the similarity between web 
documents. Vladimir o have given 
Ontology based semantic Comparison of 
documents. In this work the authors 
considered ontologies structure that 
specify terms, their properties and relation 
among them[12]. 
 
PROPOSED WORK 
Semantic similarity plays an important role 
in the extraction of semantic relations. 
Semantic similarity measures are widely 
used in Information Retrieval (IR) and 
Natural Language Processing(NLP)[1]. To 
overcome some limitations of previous 
methods to computing semantic similarity 
between documents, the proposed  method 
is to compute documents semantic 
similarity based on topic maps. We have 
also used a NLP parser in this proposed 
work  to give the  best result to the user 
and avoid the extra processing time. The 
proposed work includes four major 
methods to compute a semantic similarity 
between document  namely Data Pre-
processing, TF-IDF Weight calculation, 
NLP parser, keywords matching , topic 
maps and semantic similarity calculation. 
 
Data Pre-processing  
Pre-processing   process remove all the 
special character()$,@,!,, stop words and 
case conversion. This process helps to 
minimize the document size and 
comparison time. In the first stage, list of  
special characters are removed from all the 
inputs documents. In the second over all 
256 stop word list from all the input 
documents are eliminated. The third stage 
is case conversion, it converts whole 
document from uppercase to lower case 
letters[10]. 
 
Document pre-processing 
First we obtain tokens from the documents 
and apply various normalization processes 
to adjust them for user speciﬁc needs. 
Diﬀerent languages used particular pre-
processing technique mostly because of 
grammatical and morphological reasons. 
In this phase is  all inﬂectional forms of 
words  are reduce to a common base form. 
In this section the basic pre-processing 
techniques are discussed.[13] 
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Tokenization 
The task of chopping up the whole 
documents into tokens is called 
Tokenization (tokens is the stream of 
character .) 
 
Lemmatization  
Lemmatization is a technique from Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) which does 
full morphological analysis and identiﬁes 
the base form or dictionary form of a 
word, which is known as the lemma.  
 
Stemming 
It usually refers to a crude heuristic 
process that chops oﬀ the ends of word in 
the hope of retrieving the stem of the word 
correctly. It often includes the removal of 
derivational aﬃxes. [13] 
 
Natural language processing (NLP) 
parser 
Natural processing language (nlp) is the 
ability of a computer program to 
understand human speech as it is spoken.  
A natural language processing parser (NLP 
parser) is a programming that works out 
the grammatical structure of sentences, 
,which groups of words go together and 
words are the subjects and objects of a 
verb.
 
 
Fig 1   Proposed system Architecture 
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Key words matching 
It  is a measure of the degree to which the 
word sets of two given documents are 
similar. A similarity of 1 would mean a 
total overlap between words of two 
documents, whereas 0 means there are no 
common words.   
 
Topic map construction phase 
This proposed work represent documents 
into topic maps . It is a technology that 
encoding information  and connecting the 
relevant information. We transformed each  
documents into topic maps based on tree 
structure, which capture the semantic of 
the documents inherently. 
These are the following steps to make 
topic maps: 
1. A list of named entities identiﬁed by 
the natural language processing(NLP) 
tool, that correspond to names of 
people, places, etc. are extracts from 
each documents .these entities provide 
relevant knowledge. 
2. In this steps each text of documents are 
splits into sentences 
3. Third steps is called  Sentence 
analysis. In this  , syntactic and 
grammatical analysis of each sentence 
is performed in order to identify the 
function of  words in the sentences and 
its type. and this process can be done 
with the help of parser tool.  This steps 
is important of extract this information 
from the documents because the topic 
map is the word whose function is to 
be the subject of the sentence; a subject 
is typically a noun,  phrase, or 
pronoun. It is also important to identify 
verbs in the sentence, as they establish 
associations between topics.  After 
doing above processing , ,the  
documents are represented in compact 
form with collection of topics along 
with occurrence and association 
values[14] .  
4. In fourth steps ,we build a tree 
structure of each documents  before 
creating a topic maps  .This tree gives 
us a prior information about the topic 
maps. After that ,the topic maps 
construction phase is started . 
5. This is the last steps of our work ,in 
which we compute the semantic 
similarity of each documents based on 
topic map. In IR various similarity 
measures are used to compute 
similarity . the most popular one is 
cosine similarity .and it is widely used 
when documents are represented in 
vector space.  
 
Performance Evaluation 
The proposed work have been 
implemented at .net platform .Word net 
has been used to find synonym of words. 
The proposed work performed keywords 
matching and topic map semantic 
similarity to get the result .On the basis of 
this result we  have plotted  performance 
chart .
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig2 the no. of topic maps and no .of occurrence depends  on size of document 
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Fig 2 describes that no. of topic maps and their occurrence is depends on the size of the 
document. One documents may have one topic two topic and so on .Each documents has at 
least one topic map. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3 time cost for similarity and tree phase . 
 
Fig 3 shows the time required to construct tree and computing similarity .Time increase 
gradually with the documents. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
Fig 4 comparison between keywords matching and semantic similarity 
 
Fig 4 shows the comparison between 
results of keyword matching and semantic 
similarity .In fig3 it clearly shows    that 
semantic similarity results is much better 
than keywords matching result. 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The proposed work is computing the 
semantic similarity based on topic maps 
approach  .This proposed work has been 
done to overcome some limitations of 
previous methods of computing the 
semantic similarity . In this proposed work 
comparison of two similarity methods is 
performed .First is keyword matching ,the 
outcomes of this methods will compared 
with the purposed method which  is called 
semantic  similarity based on topic maps. 
In this proposed work clearly seen that the 
keywords matching score is much less 
than semantic similarity score of similarity 
between documents .Our proposed work 
plotted the performance chart for better 
understanding of  this work. In future, we 
will enhance this work of topic maps. The 
future scope of this proposed work is 
taking all types of documents or accepting 
any kind of input data .In future we would 
replace word net ontology and use more 
efficient tools to enhanced this work. We 
would also increase the performance this 
proposed work. 
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